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This regular paper produced by SPICe sets out developments in the UK’s negotiations to leave
the European Union, the process for which has now formally begun following the Prime
Minister’s triggering of Article 50 on 29 March 2017.
The updates will provide information on the UK Government’s approach to leaving the EU
including the domestic legislation necessary to ensure a smooth transition in terms of the UK
statute book, along with details of the Scottish Government and the other Devolved
Administrations’ positions. The updates will also provide information on developments within
the EU with regard to the UK’s departure. Finally the update will provide information on the key
issues likely to be at play during the negotiations and in developing the UK’s future relationship
with the European Union.
As was clear during the referendum campaign and since the decision to leave the EU was
taken, there is an abundance of information and analysis available, and this SPICe paper will
try to cover the key issues by drawing on that information and analysis.
This week’s update focuses on the Article 50 withdrawal negotiations and the UK
Government’s analysis of the economic impact of Brexit.
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As reported in last week’s update, on 29 January, the EU27 adopted a new set of
negotiating directives relating to the transitional period between the UK leaving the EU
and the future relationship coming into force.
Following the adoption of these directives, on 7 February, the European Commission
published a position paper on Transitional Arrangements in the Withdrawal Agreement.
The position paper translates into legal terms the principles laid down in the European
Council Guidelines of 29 April and 15 December 2017 and in the supplementary
negotiating directives agreed on 29 January 2018.
The paper provides the legal text which if agreed will underpin the transitional period
and reflects the EU’s position as set out on 29 January.
Related to the Withdrawal Agreement, it is likely that the European Commission will
publish the document converting the terms of the 8 December agreement between the
EU and the UK into a legal text in the near future.

From 6 to 9 February, EU and UK representatives met in Brussels for the latest round
of Brexit negotiations. The agenda for the meetings showed that negotiations would
focus on the continued issues about how the withdrawal agreement will be governed
along with discussions about the Ireland and Northern Ireland and also the transitional
period.

The latest round of negotiations will conclude with an update from the UK Government
on what it would like from the future relationship.
Discussions within the UK Government about what it will seek in terms of the future
relationship are taking place this week. At the start of the week, Number 10 said that
the UK will leave the Customs Union upon Brexit.
With the Brexit negotiations move towards discussion about the post-Brexit
landscape and ahead of the UK Government cabinet meeting to discuss the future
relationship, on 6 February the First Minister Nicola Sturgeon wrote to the Prime
Minister Theresa May to say the Scottish Government and other Devolved
Administrations must be able to influence the UK’s negotiating objectives. The letter
is reproduced in full below:
Dear Theresa
In light of the expected meeting this week of the UK Government Cabinet SubCommittee on EU Exit Negotiations, I am writing to underscore the position of the
Scottish Government that, short of EU membership, it is in the best interests of both
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Scotland and the whole of the UK to remain in the European Single Market and
Customs Union.
Last month the Scottish Government produced “Scotland’s Place in Europe: People,
Jobs and Investment” which presented our latest analysis of the damage that will be
caused to Scotland’s economy if the UK exits the European Single Market and
Customs Union. We understand from media reporting, that the conclusions reached
in the UK Government’s analysis broadly reflect the Scottish Government’s findings.
I was therefore concerned to read further reports this week that the UK Government
has apparently ruled out any form of Customs Union with the EU.
The people of Scotland voted decisively to remain within the European Union, and it
is the role of the Scottish Government to make sure that their interests are protected.
It cannot be right that decisions on the future relationship with the EU are being
taken without due regard for consultation across the four Governments of the UK in
direct contradiction to the terms of reference of the Joint Ministerial Committee (EU
Negotiations). Those terms of reference were to ensure a space for reaching
agreement on a UK approach to, and objectives for, Article 50 negotiations; and
provide oversight of negotiations with the EU, to ensure, as far as possible, that
outcomes agreed by all four governments are secured from these negotiations.
To date the discussions in JMC (EN) have fallen far short of that ambition and of
your own commitment when we met in July 2016 to ‘full involvement’. I expect that
following the meeting of your Cabinet Sub-Committee there will remain full scope for
the Scottish Government, and other devolved administrations, to influence the shape
of the UK approach and objectives for negotiations.
In light of the timetable ahead of the European Council on 22 March 2018, there
must be urgent and meaningful discussion between us to try to agree a UK position
and therefore enable our European partners to respond.
NICOLA STURGEON

Ahead of the negotiations moving on to transition and the future relationship, the
European Commission’s Article 50 Taskforce has published some of its internal thinking
about the future.
On the future relationship, the Commission has published slides which it presented to
EU27 working groups considering Brexit. The slides cover the following issues:







Governance
Aviation
Fisheries
Governance 2
Police and judicial cooperation in legal matters
Security, defence and foreign policy
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Level playing field
Services
International agreements and trade policy

On 29 January, Buzzfeed reported that Brexit analysis undertaken by the UK
Government showed that the UK would be economically worse off under every scenario
modelled for the future relationship.
Further details of the UK Government’s analysis have been publicised this week, they
include details of the projected regional and sectoral impacts of Brexit.
Sky News reported details of the projected regional impact of Brexit under three future
scenarios, which are described as:


remaining in the EU's single market via the European Economic Area (EEA)



a free trade deal, or



Britain leaves the EU without a deal and reverts to trading on World Trade
Organisation terms.

The figures for each of the UK’s regions are shown in the table below.
Reduction in GDP growth over the next 15 years as a result of the UK leaving the
EU, compared with the UK remaining full members of the EU
(ie: reduction in GDP growth compared to continued membership of the EU)
EEA
% reduction
London
South West
Yorkshire/Humber
South East
East of England
East Midlands
Scotland
Wales
North West
Northern Ireland
West Midlands
North East

Less than 1
1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.5
1.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
3.5

Free
Trade WTO terms
Agreement
% reduction
% reduction
5
8
2
5
4.5
7
5
7
5
8
5
8
6
9
5
9
8
12
8
12
8
13
11
16
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In response to the figures published by Sky, a UK Government spokesperson said:
"This document does not represent Government policy and does not consider the
outcome we are seeking in the negotiations.
"As Ministers clearly set out in the House of Commons, this is provisional internal
analysis, part of a broad ongoing programme of analysis, and further work is in
progress.
"We are seeking an unprecedented, comprehensive and ambitious economic
partnership - one that works for all parts of the UK.”
"We are not expecting a no deal scenario."
Sky News also published the reported impact on UK industrial sectors of the different
post Brexit scenarios. The analysis reportedly provides figures for the tariff equivalent
increase in costs which will be presented by the introduction of non-tariff barriers as a
result of leaving the Single Market and the Customs Union.













Machinery, equipment and energy: 2% to 6%
Chemical, rubber and plastic: 6% to 12%
Other manufacturing: 5% to 12%
Motor vehicles: 5% to 13%
Food and drink: 8% to 16%
Agriculture: 8% to 17%
Construction: 0%
Business services: 0% to 6%
Other services: 2% to 10%
Financial services: 5% to 10%
Defence, education and health: 6% to 16%
Retail and wholesale: 7% to 20%

In Scotland’s Place in Europe: People, Jobs and Investment, published on 15 January
2018, the Scottish Government provided forecasts for what appear to be three broadly
similar scenarios as analysed by the UK Government, for the UK’s future relationship
with the EU - EEA membership; a free trade agreement and WTO terms.
The Scottish Government’s economic model forecast the relative reduction in GDP
compared to what would have been the case if the United Kingdom had retained EU
membership. The relative GDP reduction is based over 30 years compared to the UK
analysis which is over 15 years.
In October 2016, the Scottish Parliament Culture, Tourism, Europe and External
Relations Committee commissioned the Fraser of Allander Institute to analyse the longterm economic implications of Brexit.
Fraser of Allander forecast the relative reduction in GDP compared to the baseline over
the next 10 years for three different models, EEA membership; an agreement similar to
the EU-Swiss model and WTO terms.
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The results of the UK Government, the Scottish Government and the Fraser of Allander
analyses are presented in the table below:
Reduction in GDP growth post Brexit under three different projections and all
relative to the baseline of EU membership

UK Government projection
over the next 15 years
Scottish Government
projection over the next 30
years
Fraser of Allander research
commissioned by the
Scottish Parliament
projecting over the next 10
years

EEA
%
reduction
2.5
6
2.7

Free Trade
Agreement
% reduction

6.1

WTO Terms
% reduction
9
8.5

Range of Range of 2.7 - 3.9 5.3
2 - 3.1
(based on the EU Swiss model)

The UK in a Changing Europe ESRC project team has published a number of
interesting blogs in the last week including:





Are voters changing their minds about Brexit?
Will the Irish question be solved?
Brexit: are women’s voices going unheard?
Citizens’ rights and beyond

The Scottish Centre on European Relations has also published some helpful further
reading including:



The EU-UK Future Trade Relationship after Brexit: Is There a Middle Ground?
Where Next for Brexit Talks on Trade?

The London School of Economic Brexit blog includes the following articles:



Prolonging the acquis is a blueprint for the Brexit transition
The UK needs to clarify what ‘full regulatory alignment’ means before the next
phase of the Brexit talks

